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• “Citizen-Subject and the National Question: On the Logic of Capital in Balibar.” Postmodern Culture 22, no. 3 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press) (http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/postmodern_culture/v022/22.3.walker.html).
• “Seijikeizai(gaku) hihan to kokka keitai: <Fukushi> to shihon no yokudō” (The Critique of Political Economy and the State-Form: ‘Welfare’ and the Drive of Capital), Jōkyō (Tokyo: Jōkyō Shuppan, June 2013), 119-140.
• “Minzoku monda no kaiki,” Keynote speech at the international workshop “The Return of the National Question,” Hitotsubashi University, Tokyo, Japan, March 2-3, 2013. With responses by Ichiro Tomiyama (Doshisha University), Katsuya Hirano (Cornell University), Wendy Matsumura (Furman University), and Mark Winchester (Hitotsubashi University), and final responses by speaker. (Invited lecture).
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• Associate Chief-Editor, Basic Chinese for North America Today 美 rites 汉语初级课本 (Beijing: Peking University Press, October 2013)

Robin D.S. Yates

• “Reflections on the Foundation of the Chinese Empire in the Light of Newly Discovered Legal and Related Manuscripts,” in Dongya kaoguxue de zaisi–Zhang Guangzhi xiansheng shishi shizhou nian jinian lunwen ji 東亞考古學的再思–張光直先生逝世十週年紀念論文


